
 

October 26th, 2020 

PPE Solutions is Changing Hands 
 

We are very excited to announce that PPE Solutions will continue under new ownership of Marc-

Andre and Louis-David Lemaire.  

Our acquisition is the result of strong collaboration between us and the Kretzschmar family and we 

are both committed to continue to build on the solid foundation that Daryl and Sylvia built over the 

last 30 years. PPE Solutions is well-positioned to continue to support and serve its customers.  

The company will continue to operate under the same name, and will continue to fulfill its 

agreements, contracts, and other liabilities that have been previously committed to. Sylvia and Anna 

Kretzschmar will be actively involved over the coming weeks to ensure continuity and a smooth 

transition.  

We are proud to welcome the following employees to the PPE Solutions team:  

Richard Van Balkom is our new Sales Manager. Richard served as a firefighter for many years and 

has a deep knowledge of product and operation needs in the firefighting industry. His passion for 

this market, extensive sales experience, and great interpersonal skills will help to propel PPE 

Solutions forward.  

Sylvie Auger joins the company as our Office Coordinator. Sylvie has more than 15 years of 

experience in firefighting equipment distribution. Her thorough expertise and extensive product 

knowledge will be a valuable asset for PPE Solutions.  

We are also pleased to say that Steve Proctor, Keith Cassidy and Jon Balabuck will remain as sales 

representatives for PPE Solutions and will continue in their roles.  

We are very excited to build on what has been started by Daryl and Sylvia Kretzschmar and their 

team. It is a privilege and an honor to continue this great company which has been built on a 

foundation of respect, trust, and integrity. With these values and the same family spirit, we look 

forward to serving you and we appreciate your continued support. 
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